
I have been mentoring for over
a decade, initialy at UCL and for
the ast severa years at Regent's
University London. The reason
why lstarted my mentoring
'career'was that it was simply an
extension of my management
consultancy practice. l\y'entoring
for me is simi ar in some respect
to consu ting. However, there is

a key difference. ln consulting,
the object is usually a business
and the objective is to provide
advice on a continuous business
success. ln mentoring, the
subject is a young person
like you, reading this article,
and the objective is sharing
the mentor's experience in
discussing various options that
you may wish to consider in
your professiona career That
is of course important. After a l,
your professiona career may
determine your capability to fu fil
your key ife goals. But for most
people theirjob is a means to an
end, and not an end goa.

So, how do you combine
your first job, and the ones
after that with your career
development over the rest of
your ife? About 30 years ago
that was the question asked
by some HR specia ists. A

new business doctrine was
coined: 'work- ife ba ance'and
one of the first adopters was a

telecommunications company,
BT. I\4y own consu tancy was
at the forefront of proposing
concrete imp ementation
solutions integrated with the
government's lnvestors in
Peop e programme. Over the
ast decade I have adapted it to
mentoring needs although it can
of course be app ied in any other
domain. The approach that I

propose is a kind of a continuous
process for integrating your
professiona career into your
whole ife by app ying a holistic
we lbeing pathway. Those
interested may wish to visit this
website: liveyou rlife.org.u k

What I hope to pass on to my
mentees is that skill of effective
and symbiotic way of combining
their career progression with
their changing ife goals as they
progress through life. That is my
view of what mentoring in most
general terms should be about.
I have asked two of my mentees
to share their experience
with the Regent's mentoring
programme. one of them,
Stephen Coveleski, an American,
graduated in 2016 and he has

encaDsu ated the value of the
programme as fo lows:
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I\y'y current mentee, Ceci ie
Landsverk, a Norwegian, joined
the mentoring programme in
spring this year and for her the
value of the programme inc udes
additional aspects that may be
he pfu for her in the future:
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That ast sentence in Ceci ie's
summary leads me direct y
to the subject that I may have
not raised even a few years
ago in an article on mentoring.
But times are changing, and
they are changing as fast as
never before, reaching almost
an exponential rate of change
in many domains, not only in
technology. The impact of those
changes, caused mainly by the
application of progressively
sma rter Artificia lntelligence (Al),

will be profound on your career.
ln my recently published book,
Who Could Sove Humonity from
Superi ntell igence? I give quite
a few examples regarding the
future of work. Let me give you
some numbers to put it in a
certain perspective.

ln about 2030, according to
most forecasts, emp oyment will
shrink by at least 30 40% ofthe
current evel in most countries of
the northern hemisphere. We wil
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enter the age of technological
unemp oyment. At least 1O0 job
types wi I be gone in a ittle more
than a decade. Some professions
will be absolute y decimated.
You may immediately think about
the unski led workers. Yes, they
will be affected significant y,

but not to the same degree as
neurosurgeons, radiologists
and awyers. Each ofthese
professions wil be down to
just about 10% ofthe current
employment level.

I do not quote those numbers to
alarm or demotivate you. On the
contrary, I be ieve you should be
aware of it to prepare yourself
as best as you can and adapt
to the new situation, where it is
almost inconceivab e that you
will work in the same profession
your whole life. Once you accept
that this is the 'new normal',
you can think about the best
ways to navigate between the
rapidly changing employment
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patterns. So, what can you, a
graduate, do to prepare best
such a volatile future? Here is

snapshot of what you may wish to
consider and the new generic skil s
you may have to learn:

This is where additional
value of mentoring lies
today. lt enab es you to
test your ideas about the
way you cou d adapt to
future challenges, such as
the Al triggered ra pidly
changing emp oyment
landsca pe. For example,
in the very near future you
may have to look at your
employability potential
through the lenses of a
non human, Al driven
HR agent. lts know edge
about your soft skil s and
development potential
as well as assessment
of your adaptabi ity wi I

be unpara eled when
compared with today's
recruitment agent. lt
may, or it may not work
in your advantage. This
wi depend, among
others, on whether
you have deve oped a

brand new 'soft' ski to
pass an interview with a

non human recruitment
agent. I
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